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Czech Seed Bead Lanyards - Assorted colors

Rifles of Colonial America, 
Volume 1, 2nd Edition 
by George Shumway & Robert P. Lienemann
Enhanced with Expanded Color & 
New Information!

Our Czech Bead Lanyards are handmade from size 11/0 Czech seed beads by skilled bead crafters.. 
Czech glass beads are by far the preferred component in authentic and/or intricate beadwork due to 
their uniform size and brilliant colorfast hues. 11/0 Czech seed beads are the predominant size bead 
used in our Czech Bead Lanyards, but there may be some pieces that actually use 12/0 or smaller.  You 
will definitely like these great handmade beaded items!

Rifles of Colonial America, Volume 1, 2nd Edition 
is an in-depth photographic study of longrifles and 
gunmaking in the Colonial, Revolutionary, and post-
Revolutionary periods bringing together many rifles 
with what was known about individual gunmakers and 
regional “schools” or styles of work. For each of the 92 
rifles treated, there are ten or more detailed photographs. 
A description of each rifle accompanies the photographs, 
and many important dimensions are given. The text 
covers the complex subject of the evolution of the 
baroque and rococo art that adorns these rifles.

CCTP & Shumway Publishers have produced this 
expanded, Second Edition, with many of the rifles now 
photographed in full color for enhanced quality and 
detail. Where color photographs were not available, the 
black & white originals were re-scanned and enhanced. 
A great deal of new research has been added, along with 

ten previously unpublished rifles. Much of this new information was supplied by co-author Robert P. 
Lienemann, well-known expert on these rifles, along with other noted collectors & researchers.

George Shumway published his monumental, two-volume Rifles of Colonial America, with the goal 
the books would encourage further research and bring to light additional early rifles. This new edition 
has done just that, with 416 pages, over 900 photos & illustrations (500 plus in color). Hard Cover, 
9" x 12" format, with Dust Jacket.
4165-006-562 $160.00 Ea

8546-051-900 Reg $29.75 $23.80 Ea
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Missouri River Deluxe Hunting Bags
Missouri River brand is now introducing their own deluxe line of hunting bags patterned and 
designed from historical examples. Made from a high quality cowhide with a grain reminiscent of 
bison leather. A nice soft feel and pull-up gives the leather the look of quality and durability. Each 
style has its own defining features but all have a back pocket. All flaps are leather trimmed. Shoulder 
straps are nice and thick with antiqued brass buckles and D rings.  

A 4524-201-004 Deluxe Woodsman’s Bag w. Fringe  10”x11” Reg $99.00 $84.15 Ea
B 4524-201-005 1840’s Shoulder Bag  9”x11” Reg $89.00 $75.65 Ea
C 4524-201-006 Large Hunting Bag 10”x10” Reg $89.00 $75.65 Ea
D 4524-201-007 Frontier Possibles Bag  11”x9” Reg $89.00 $75.65 Ea

C Inside

B Under Flap
(005 Only)

D

Strap

Starter 
sleeve not 

on 006
(Starter not 
included)

A Back
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1750’s Waistcoat

1770’s Waistcoat

Number Color
4618-001-0** Navy
4618-001-3** Maroon
4618-001-4** Cream
Your Choice Reg $89.00 $75.65 Ea

Number Color
4618-002-0** Navy
4618-002-1** Green
4618-002-3** Maroon
Your Choice Reg $89.00 $75.65 Ea

A longer waistcoat style popular throughout the mid-18th 
century. Perfect for F&I period clothing and reenactments.  
Made from 100% wool. Waistcoat is fully lined in cotton as 
are the two working front pockets. Adorned with brass buttons 
(10 down the front and 3 for each pocket). Very nicely made. 
Sizes available: 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48.
Replace ** with desired size.

A collarless waistcoat style that is suitable for period dress between 
1760-1800. Made from 100% wool and nicely lined in white 
cotton. Brass buttons add a nice touch down the front. Two fully 
lined pockets on each side make this a fully functioning piece of 
period clothing. Sizes available: 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48.
Replace ** with desired size.

1850’s Waistcoat

Double Breasted Waistcoat

Number Color
4618-004-0** Navy
4618-004-6** Butternut
Your Choice Reg $75.00 $63.75 Ea

Number Color
4618-003-0** Navy
4618-003-1** Dark Green
4618-003-5** Red
Your Choice Reg $89.00 $75.65 Ea

A standard style vest used in the mid-19th century. You can see this 
style throughout the Civil War; used in both military uniforms or 
as part of civilian wear. We have offered two colors to cover both 
options. Has a short stand-up squared collar and nine eagle embossed 
brass buttons. Three functional pockets adorn the wool front panel. 
Back panel has a cinch buckle for fitting.
Sizes available: 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48.
Replace ** with desired size.

A classic style vest that was worn from the early 1800’s into the 
Victorian period. This waistcoat has a nice even lapel that leads 
down into two rows of five brass buttons. Two fully lined pockets 
are on each side. The front panel is made from 100% wool while 
the back is cotton and has a cinch buckle for a tighter fit. 
Sizes available: 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48.
Replace ** with desired size.

Chest measurements run true to size for the coats and vests but have a tailored fit through the middle. Those 
of a larger build may want to buy a few sizes larger than their chest measurements.
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Knee Breeches

Bison Leather

Number Color
4610-001-2** Dark Brown
4610-001-6** Tan
Your Choice Reg $99.00 $84.15 Ea

Front fall knee breeches were used prevalently throughout the 
mid-18th century and even into the early 1800’s. Our knee 
breeches are made from sturdy cotton canvas. Buttons are 
arranged on the front fall and knee band to match historic 
examples. The back is gusseted and laced to give you that 
extra room you need while sitting. Knee Breeches are not 
vanity sized. Please measure your waist to get a true size before 
ordering.
Sizes available: 32, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46.
Replace ** with desired size.

Large full-grain bison sides with beautifully rich natural colors. Thickness is around 5 ounces making it perfect for 
moccasins and heavier clothing. We offer these in three colors: Gold, Willow, and Tobacco. Limited quantities so 
get yours today. Hides measure approximately 17-23sf. Replace *** with desired color.

1850’s Frockcoat

Number Color
4640-001-0** Navy
4640-001-2** Dark Brown
Your Choice Reg $179.00 $152.15 Ea

Basic double-breasted design of the mid-1800’s. You would 
see this style used as an officer’s coat during the Civil War. 
This style was also widely used as a civilian coat. This is 
why we have chosen to replace the Civil War buttons with 
matching wool covered buttons. This will give you more 
options as to how you use this in your period attire. Frockcoat 
is made from 100% wool and fully lined for comfort. Two 
fully lined pockets adorn each side.
Sizes available: 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48.
Replace ** with desired size.

1612-***-017 17-20SF $144.00 Ea $130.00 Ea(3+) 
1612-***-020 20SF+ $171.00 Ea $154.00 Ea(3+)

170 
(Tobacco)

128 
(Willow)

153 
(Gold)
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A real innovative drumstick. These long lasting sticks are made from our fiberglass rods, medium firm, foam 
rubber heads and handles for a good sound grip.

4570-100-001     Southern Style - 26½”            4570-100-002     Northern Style - 19”
Reg. $12.50    $10.00 Ea     $9.00 Ea(3+)

Readymade Drumsticks 

Drumstick Rods
Solid fiberglass rods for making your own drumsticks.  Northern Style is 5/16” x 19” long and Southern 
Style is 5/16” x 26” long.
Number            Description     Reg.          Each               3       Dz
6515-019-026    Northern Style   Reg. $1.95        $1.56        $4.20 $14.96
6515-024-026    Southern Style   Reg. $2.50        $2.00         $5.40 $19.20

Made with a sturdy 
plywood, steam-
bent frame, these 
drums are fairly light 
weight for their size 
and have an excellent 
tone. Drumsticks not 
included. 

Pow-Wow Drums

4572-002-007  20” x 7"   Reg. $399.00   $359.10
4572-002-024 24”x14”   Reg. $775.00   $697.50
4572-002-029 28”x12”   Reg. $899.00   $809.10

All heads are now made from buffalo rawhide.

Hand drums are used by many different tribes throughout the U.S. and Canada.  Our kits feature 
high quality wood frames, rawhide for two heads, enough extra rawhide for lacing, and easy-to-follow, 
illustrated instructions. The 12” size makes a great “49” drum and either size can be used when only 1 
or 2 singers are required. Anyone can make a nice drum using our kits, so order yours today!
10”  2-SIDED DRUM KIT          4886-002-010     Reg. $55.00 $49.50
12”  2-SIDED DRUM KIT          4886-002-012     Reg. $75.00 $67.50
15”  2-SIDED DRUM KIT          4886-002-015     Reg. $85.00 $76.50

NOW MADE with BISON RAWHIDE Hand Drum Kits
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Very good hides that are excellent for garments. 
These hides are not all evenly colored, but this will hardly 
be noticeable on finished garments and will help keep your 
outfit from looking “commercial”. Sueded on one side.
Number Size      Ea    Ea(3+)
1600-470-004 4-6 SF Reg. $42.50 $38.25 $35.10
1600-470-006 6-8 SF Reg. $59.00 $53.10 $48.60
1600-470-008 8-10 SF Reg. $77.00 $69.30 $63.90
1600-470-010 10-12 SF Reg. $94.00 $84.60 $77.40

Smoked Color Buckskin

White

Commercially tanned white buckskin, these hides are pure white with 
a smooth, soft texture and sueded on one side. Most often used for 
Southern Plains dresses in Oklahoma, they are also suitable for men’s 
leggings, breechclouts, purses, pipebags, and more.  Medium weight.
Number Size  Ea Ea(3+)
1600-126-006 White   6-8 SF   Reg. $55.00 $49.50 $45.90

White Commercial Buckskin

Blacksmith Sides
These oil tanned sides average 5-6 ounces in weight and are excel-
lent for shooting bags, belt bags, straps, knife sheaths and much 
more. Sold in a  beautiful array of earth tone colors. 
5-6 Ounce Sides
1610-478-050 Half Side 10-13 SF
Reg. $62.00 Ea  $52.70 Ea
1610-478-100 Whole Side 20-25 SF 
Reg. $119.00 Ea $101.15 Ea
3-4 Ounce Sides
* Perfect for lighter weight bags, wallets etc.
* Sides average 18-19 SF.
* Earth tone colors.
1610-478-999 Full Side Reg $65.00 $55.25 Ea

Blacksmith
Side

Smoked
Color

Large Smooth Dentalium
Excellent looking tusk-like dentalium. All shells have been culled to fit within the 1.5"-2" size. 
Perfect for chokers, regalia jewelry, and dance adornments. Absolutely  the best and most consistent 
dentalium we have had in stock. Enjoy.
2526-002-026 $9.50 /100 $86.00 /1000
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• Solid brass buckles attached
• Full grain leather; D width

Men's Colonial Shoes 
with Buckles

Riflemen's Half Boots

Ladies Colonial Shoes
with Buckles

4512-101-***   Reg.$99.00     $84.15 Pr

4512-205-***   Natural    Reg.$99.00     $84.15 Pr

4512-301-***   Reg.$99.00     $84.15 Pr

Replace *** with mens sizes 

Mens Sizes
080 Size 8
090 Size 9
100 Size 10
105 Size 10-1/2
110 Size 11
115 Size 11-1/2
120 Size 12

Ladies Sizes
060 Size 6
070 Size 7
080 Size 8
090 Size 9
100 Size 10

Replace *** with ladies sizes

4512-206-***   Black    Reg.$99.00     $84.15 Pr

Perfect for wear from the period of the American Revolution and the War of 1812 up through the Civil War, and 
are the favorites of many reenactors. Extremely well made in natural, rough out leather & lined in soft calfskin, 
they’re made in lefts & rights for a more comfortable fit than straight last boots. Heavy leather soles and reinforced, 
pegged heels. Available in men’s whole sizes 8 - 12, in D width.   Replace *** with mens sizes

•Colonial Williamsburg styling
• Full grain, black calfskin
• 1-7/8" heels, with Ornate, solid brass buckles

• Period correct for 1750-1800 • For 
civilian or military wear • High quality 
leather • Lined in soft calfskin • Reinforced, 
pegged heels • Made in rights & lefts for 
comfort.

All Boots & Shoes

Our Brogans, like most originals, are made rough side out with a 
square toe, pegged leather soles & nailed heels for long wear, and 
with 4 eyelets & leather laces. Available in black in whole sizes 
8 - 12, in rights & lefts for a more comfortable fit.  These are 

the standard Model 1851 soldiers’ shoes, also known as Jefferson 
Boots, and so-called because Thomas Jefferson wore this style 

to his inauguration as President.

Civil War Brogans

4512-505-*** Reg.$99.00     $84.15 Pr

Replace *** with Mens sizes.
Not available in half sizes.
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Stainless Steel Blades with Guards

A

B

C

D

Key Number Style Blade            Overall     Reg     Each       
 A 5450-008-001 Drop Point   4.5”           8-3/4”        $13.95   $11.16      
 B 5450-009-001 Boot Knife   4.5”           8-3/4”        $14.95   $11.96      
 C 5450-010-012 Slim Skinner  4.5”           6-1/2”         $12.95   $10.36        
 D 5450-010-111 Tiger Skinner  4.5”           6-1/2”         $12.95   $10.36       

Stainless Steel Blades w/ Brass Guard and Leather Sheath
Three updated half-tang stainless steel blades that come fully equipped with a pre-fitted brass guard and 
nice leather sheath. Just pin and glue your preferred handle material and you’re ready to go!

A

B
C

Key Number Style             Blade           Overall    Reg   Each   
 A 5450-210-001 Notched Skinner            4.75”         6.25”  $25.00 $20.00    
 B 5450-210-002 7 Gauge Skinner           4.75”          6.5”  $28.50  $22.80      
 C 5450-210-003 Shoehorn Skinner            4.75”         6.25”  $25.00 $20.00      

Jingles & Lids
Lids

Large Jingles

Child’s Jingles

Approx. 2-5/8” round 5520-008-714  Reg.$4.85
A

E

C DB

A

E

C

B

D

 Approx. 2-1/2” long  
    5520-009-714 Tin Reg.$7.25      5520-009-716 Gold Reg.$7.25      5520-009-718 Copper  Reg.$8.50

 25   50 100 

 25   50 100 

 25   50 100 

Approx. 1-3/4” long Same quality as the large jingles, in a child’s size. Replace *** with 714 for Tin and 
716 for Gold.  5520-007-***  Reg.$5.95

$4.12 $7.27 $13.52

$7.23 $12.71 $23.80

$5.06 $8.88 $16.58
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This is the finest nylon thread available for beadwork and sewing garments. It is not recommended for warp 
threads in loomwork, but works well if pre-stretched before starting. Excellent for weft threads. Will not rot 
and is extremely strong.

3 Oz “Nymo” Nylon Cones - White

5025-011-026 A   3,000 $29.50  $26.75
5025-016-026 B   2,330 $29.50  $26.75
5025-017-026 D   1,585 $29.50  $26.75

Number Size Yds Ea Ea(5+)

Superior quality, 6-layered chevron beads that are identical to the old Italian made favorites that have been traded 
around the world for centuries. Color and uniformity is excellent, with a high gloss finish.  Dimensions are 
approximate due to the fact that these are handmade beads. Available in red (081), royal blue (260) and green (218). 
Replace *** with color number desired. 

Oval Chevron Beads

Number Size Reg Ea Ea(10+)
711-0107-*** 5x7mm $.69 $.55 $.50
711-0109-*** 7x9mm $.79 $.63 $.57
711-0112-*** 8x12mm $.89 $.71 $.64
711-0114-*** 10x14mm $.99 $.79 $.71

5X7MM 7X9MM

081026 144 146 240001 218

218081

260

260 218

10X14MM

8X12MM

081 240001 218 260
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Solid Iron Spearhead

A Buffalo Lance Head
Once used to bring down game and defend against enemies, this massive lance head measures 20½” tip 
to tip with a 15” blade and is fashioned from hand-forged steel. The beveled blade is a full 3/16” thick at 
the center and 1½” wide with two 3/16”  holes drilled in the tang for easy attachment.
4937-001-010    Hand-forged      Reg. $23.50     $19.98 Ea
B Sioux Lance Head
Collected from the Sioux in the late 19th Century, this head was mounted on a lance 5/8" in diameter 
and bound to it with green and brown cord wrapped over a piece of buffalo hide. It is possibly of 
ceremonial nature due to its light weight, and has nice, flowing lines giving it a sleek appearance. Ap-
proximately. 12½” long and 1” wide, with a polished finish. 
4937-001-014    Hand-forged      Reg. $16.50     $14.03 Ea
C Assinibone Lance Head
14” from tip to tip with a 9-1/2” x 1/4” tapered blade and 4” drilled tang.  Fashioned from hand forged steel 
and ready to use.
4937-001-011    Hand-forged      Reg. $21.50     $18.28 Ea

4937-000-002  7½”  Solid iron, pierced    Reg.   $12.95     $11.01 Ea

A

B

C

Awesome looking spearheads, cast in iron and polished to a nice satin finish. The small head is 7½” 
long.

At approximately 16-1/2” long, 2-1/4” wide, and 3/16” thick, this head is patterned after an original in the 
Smithsonian collected among the Teton Sioux. It bears some resemblance to the “dag” blades sold by tradi-
tional traders and was most likely commercially made for the Indian trade. Polished finish.
4937-001-013    Hand-forged            Reg. $21.00 $17.85 Each  

Teton Sioux Lance Head

Powder River

4937-001-016 $29.11  Each
Lance Heads
Authentically designed with its own unique character, the Powder River is very ornate with 4 pierced designs in the blade. 
This lance was patterned after an original in a private collection. It measures just over 12” in length and is 3” wide at its 
base with a tapered tang.

Reg. $34.25

Plains Style Lance 
With its design taken from a Catlin painting of a Plains Indian warrior, this style lance dates back to 
the early 1800s.  Skillfully tapered & fluted with graceful lines and a nice polished finish. The socket 
measures a full 1” outside diameter, making it easy to mount.
4937-001-012    Hand-forged, 14” long.     Reg.   $27.50 $23.38 Each
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Dream Catchers
Legend has it that these were hung over 
the bed and only good dreams would be 
allowed to filter through.  The bad dreams 
were said to have been caught in the web 
of the Dream Catcher and could not find 
their way out. Only the good dreams would 
make it through the webbing and find their 
way to the person sleeping below.  Offered 
in five sizes. Available in assorted colors only.

Now you can design and make your own mandala with this new kit. Contains all the materials necessary, 
including a 9” hoop, natural white wool, rabbit fur, fluffs and hackles, wooden beads, Crow beads, 
slotted concho and suede leather lace. Complete with illustrated instructions.
4819-005-009    Reg. $22.50    $19.13 Ea    $18.28 Ea(5+)

Mandala Kit

Number Diameter    Reg Ea Ea(3+)
4557-001-001 4” $8.50 $7.23 $6.50
4557-001-002 9” $22.75 $19.34 $17.43
4557-001-003 14” $36.75 $31.24 $28.05
4557-001-004 19” $52.00 $44.20 $39.74

The mandala symbolizes the shield of good luck. By having one in the dwelling, 
it was believed that the gods would protect and bring prosperity, good health 
and happiness. These are originals, handmade of natural sheep’s wool, rabbit fur, 
leather, fleece and feathers from various birds. 

Traditional Mandalas

Number Description Reg Each Ea(3+)
4557-300-002 2” Standard  $3.96 $3.72
4557-300-003  3” Standard  $5.56 $5.24
4557-300-004  4” Standard  $6.36 $5.96
4557-300-006  6” Standard  $10.36 $9.72
4557-300-009  8” Standard  $17.00 $16.00

$4.95
$6.95
$7.95
$12.95
$21.25

Double Dream Catcher
(Colors may vary)
Made from two 9” hoops and exquisitely tied 
together using strong cord, these dream catchers 
are a true eye-catcher. Each one is wrapped with 
leather lace and adorned with crow beads of as-
sorted colors. Fluffs are also attached for extra 
flare. Some of these may even come with an ad-
ditional smaller dream catcher which dangles in 
the center of the two larger hoops.  Available in 
assorted colors only.
4557-300-200 Reg. $21.75 
$18.49 Ea $17.43 Ea(3+)
Triple Dream Catcher
Three dream catchers tie into one fantastic display! This triple design measures 19” in length and is 
equipped with all the frills of our other styles.  Available in assorted colors only.
4557-300-300 Reg. $27.00 $22.95 Ea $21.68 Ea(3+) 
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Gold Buckskin
4826-012-300 Child Size 4-6  $32.00  $25.60  
4826-012-301 To size 11  $55.00  $44.00  
4826-012-302 Over size 11  $59.00   $47.20  

Moccasin Cowhide   Reg  Ea  
4826-011-301 To size 11  $45.00  $36.00  
4826-011-302 Over size 11  $49.00  $39.20  

Smoked German Tan Buckskin
4826-015-301 To size 11  $63.00  $50.40  
4826-015-302 Over size 11  $65.00  $52.00  

White Buckskin
4826-013-300 Child Size 4-6  $35.50  $28.40 
4826-013-301 To size 11  $59.00   $47.20 
4826-013-302 Over size 11  $63.00  $50.40 

Plains Hard Sole Moccasin Kit

“Baby Moccasins” can be readily made for infants and toddlers 
using our kit.  Using the 2-piece construction of a Plains moc-
casin, we provide soft buckskin for soles and uppers, simulated 
sinew and complete instructions.  Fits little feet up to 5” long.
4826-053-301     Reg $17.95     $14.36 Ea

Baby Moccasin Kit
6510-009-101 Key A Reg $129.00 Ea $109.65 Ea

A  6510-009-001 Key A 20” Reg $79.00 $67.15 Ea
B  6510-009-002 Key C 17” Reg $65.00 $55.25 Ea
C  6510-009-003 Key E 27” Reg $108.00 $91.80 Ea

River Cane Double Flute

River Cane Flute

This double flute is the bamboo model created following the essential shapes of the Native American Flute. Its 
main characteristics are the two chambers where the air passage happens through a block that directs the air to the 
whistle. This feature gives the flute a soft sound and is very sensitive to blowing variations. Each flute is tuned to 
the minor pentatonic scale which gives it the unmistakable Love Flute sound.  The Native 
Flute has powerful vibrational characteristics allowing the player to use their emotional 
and spiritual voice. It is a fast learning flute, which facilitates musical initiation for 
people who have never played an instrument. Flutes are finished with a natural 
safe lacquer and accented with waxed twine.

Without a doubt the best river cane flute Crazy Crow has ever offered. In terms of clarity, tonality, and ease of 
playing, this is an absolute must have. We have given you the option of three keys(A,C,and E). These flutes naturally 
have a smaller diameter which gives it its’ distinctive clear tone. The 5 holes keep the desired pentatonic scale. The 
bamboo used is very resistant to warping and will keep its shape. The bamboo is finished with a safe natural lacquer 
and wrapped with waxed twine for added color accents. The River Cane Flute is apparently simple, but its sound 
has a special quality that can equal the most high dollar wood flutes.

B

A

C
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Traditional Serapes
This is the typical, old style serape in a medium weight, all cotton, finely 
woven with a design of seven bands of narrow, multi-stripes in rainbow col-
ors. Approx. 5’x7’  
0253-123-000       
 $44.78 Each      $40.28 Ea(3+)     $36.68 Ea(6+)

Reg. $49.75

Southwest Shoulder Bags
These bags have a flap top that is secured by a velcro enclosure. The fully lined interior sports a zip-
pered inside pocket. Sold in an assortment of Southwest designs. Constructed from woven acrylic 
with dimensions of 11”x12”x1” (15”cotton strap)    
4524-521-900              Reg. $22.00          $19.80 Ea          $17.82 Ea(3+)

This product will save you hours of time, giving 
you a pair of nicely beaded moccasins, sneakers, or 
aqua shoes with very little effort! These imported 
tops feature authentic designs; this lazy stitch 
beadwork on heavy canvas panels can be easily sewn 
to your finished footwear. Fits men’s sizes 6 to 9 
but can be made larger by adding your own row of 
lazy stitch after they are attached to the moccasin.

Number Description
8543-600-001   A   Sioux Style
8543-600-002   B   Feather Design
8543-600-005   C   Cheyenne
Reg. $69.00

YOUR CHOICE
$58.65 Pr

A B

Beaded Moccasin Tops

C

Folding Pocket Lantern

4684-013-012 Reg $45.00 $36.00 Ea

It is comprised of a hinged tin box with rolled edges. Inside the box 
is a candle holder that rotates out. This holder provides the lantern 
with both a light source and stability to stand up. When folded shut 
it measures 5" (high) x 3" (wide) x 1" (deep) and takes up very little 
space on your writing desk. Candle not included.
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  Toll Free Order Line: 1-800-786-6210
1801 Airport Rd • Pottsboro, TX  75076-0847

Outside 48 States: Please call (903) 786-2287
7:30a.m. - 5:30p.m. cst monday thru friday     

24-hour fax:  (903) 786-9059
e-fax:   214-291-5681 

e-mail:   info@crazycrow.com     
web site:  www.crazycrow.com

Date:
Name

Address

City/ State/ Zip

Phone# (           )

Thank you for your order.  To ensure speedy processing, please fill out all information— including 
address, item numbers, descriptions and second choices when possible.

We ship  U.S.P.S. or Fedex.  Please provide street address and daytime phone number.

Name

Address

City/ State/ Zip

Phone# (           )

ORDERED BY: Ship to:

E-Mail PLEASE CHECK THIS BOX IF YOU DO 
NOT WISH TO HAVE OUT-OF-STOCK OR 
TEMPORARILY UNAVAILABLE ITEMS PLACED 
ON BACKORDER!!

QTYCOMPLETE
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION - ITEM, SIZE, COLOR... UNIT 

PRICE PER TOTAL

2024-2R

Name of Issuing Bank:
Name on Card:
Signature:

Month Year
ExpirationCHARGE TO MY:

Card Number

CVV Number

GRAND TOTAL

Institutional / Craftsman
Discount Number:

Application must be on file

Previous Balance Or Credit
In Texas add 6 -1/4% for sales tax

MERCHANDISE TOTAL

ADD $4.95 TO ORDERS UNDER $50.00
ADD $9.95 TO ORDERS BETWEEN $50.00 & $150.00

OVER $150.00 IS FREE
(lower 48 states only)
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Bucket Bags
Bag is constructed from handwoven cotton panels and has a nice suede trim. Using metal eyelets, 
a cotton cord is used to cinch up the top. Every bag has an adjustable shoulder strap. Dimensions: 
12”x14”x6”. Sold in assorted styles and colors.
4524-510-900      Reg $49.75       $44.78 Ea  $40.28 Ea(3+)

Beaded Backpack

Beaded Cinch Top Bag

Check out this huge beaded front pocket! Using real Czech seed beads, this 
backpack has a 15”x12”x11” front beaded panel. The panel has a double 
snap top revealing a large outer pocket. The body of the backpack is made 
from a heavy smoked gold canvas with a back piece and top flap of a 
similar weighted dark brown canvas. Snap buttons are positioned at the 
top so the sides can close down before the top flap is strapped shut. 
Overall dimensions of the bag are 18”x15”x7”. Two adjustable shoulder 
straps positioned in the back. Large enough to hold dance regalia but 
versatile enough for use as a weekender bag or large school backpack. 
Interior is nicely lined and has several pockets including a large 
zippered enclosure.

Constructed out of nice heavyweight dark brown 
canvas, this cinch top bag is a sure eye-catcher. 
The beautiful Czech beadwork wraps completely 
around the bag in a traditional style often seen 
in blanket strips. The bag is plenty big to use 
as an overnight bag, school bag, or large purse. 
Stands 16” tall and has a round 11” diameter base. 
Reinforced canvas straps are adjustable and secured 
at the bottom by metal fasteners. Top of the bag 
has large metal eyelets so the rope can cinch up 
easily. Interior is fully lined and has several pockets 
and closures within.
8545-170-003 Reg $149.00       $126.65 Ea

8545-170-004         Reg $155.00       $131.75 Ea


